We had reached out with considerable effort in an attempt to have a conversation over this past 24
hours to allow us to continue service and support to your project. It is never easy to make the decision
to suspend service to any organization or individuals, especially when they have a community and user
base that often finds themselves on the front lines of defining and defending free speech. Often though
in the quest for this great privilege, many will forget that Epik also has their own right to choose who
they work with, and what values they ultimately want to reflect.
There are portions of your content that could be of great benefit to humanity, whether that be views on
medical suppressions, social engineering, or the generally accepted sins, malfeasance and corruption of
this world that have long plagued our past. I am thankful there are individuals who are willing to put it
all on the line, and report their views, opinions, and theories with such passion. The right to be heard,
the right to free expression, the right to discuss and debate the topics of the day – these are critical
functions of a positive working society. What I’ve seen though over this past day, and bore witness to
personally through your published recordings and content, is something completely else.
I am far from ashamed to state clearly and boldly – we have no room for it here.
Frankly speaking, your project is seeded with a high degree of hate and vileness that just can’t be
ignored. There are many people with darkness and racism in their heart in this world. Many are
tragically even unaware of the events or role models that have programmed them. It is not our job to
judge them, and we have no authority by which we should tell others how we live. We choose to
surround ourselves with those we care about, and live our lives first and foremost by the creed of
helping to lift others up. This said though, we have a responsibility to everything we care about to not
help or support content that simply calls for the harm and extermination of others. Your production
team and content has crossed more lines than we would ever willfully journey with you. Up until last
night, we were not even aware that your website or video content existed. From the material I’ve
viewed over the course of several hours this afternoon, and specifically clips celebrating Hitler for
genocide while also chastising him for not going far enough, XXXXXXX is far removed from any values
that we wish to maintain or share with others during our time here. It is morally reprehensible, and
needs to be denounced clearly and with courage knowing that hate is not the way.
I believe our CEO has already sent you your authorization codes, so that you will have the freedom to
pursue a relationship with another registrar. I hope that there is time for love, compassion, dignity,
humility, and the recognition of what kindness to others can open up in your world.
I would pray and hope that you can find a better pathway going forward. It breaks my heart personally
to see such little regard and outright hatred for others, as well as the depth of creativity and passion
that is expended through you to destroy lives. There is no courage or nobility in harming others for sport
and personal gain. My hope is that one day soon you can see that for yourself personally, and be guided
towards a better way of living with understanding that love will always conquer hate.
We appreciate your understanding, and wish you enlightenment and new awareness upon your future
journey.

Yours sincerely,

